
24.

(S) from the standpoint of secondary scnool teachers and school trustees.

(1), while it is quite true that provision is made for students making such 
sensible combinations as, say, Modern Languages (including of necessity German,

As to

French, English Literature) and History and English, there is no precise statement 

about special provision b eing made in these combinations for students entering in

As to (2), it was felt that here, eventhe first year with advanced training.
Mention was several times made of themore, direction and guidance were needed.

to theattention paid by trustees, as well as headmasters and headmistresses

University Calendars of the Province.
Things in the calendar which might be quite plain to the Department

Seeing that the Mathematicsconcerned were far from clear to such readers.

Department are aware of the situation, and are taking steps to improve it, perhaps 

Mathematics may be cited as a case in point, without giving that Department an in-

the calendar’s matriculation announcement, then, refers to 

"Intermediate Mathematics", whereas the calendar’s section on Mathematics refers
If "Advanced Mathematics"

vidious distinction:

% to a first year class taking "Advanced Mathematics", 
were the phrase in both places, and if it were made plain that the route to

advanced first year Mathematics lay through advanced school Mathematics, it would 

be a great incentive to school boards to provide XII Grade mathematical teaching

As against such remissness offor a few good pupils and so raise the standard, 
statement, it was shown how precision, in another part of the calendar, had

actually influenced policy in several schools.
Some were anxious to have the possibility of a five years Honours

it might well be that through deficient
6.

In Chemistry, e.g
preparation in Mathematics and in laboratory work in the schools, the sitting of 

Honours Chemistry students might have to be done in the iirst year's pass course.
It was also stated that a five years Honours course in Biochemistry

course considered. • >

This proposal was endorsed by the Committee.was being drawn up.
No one argued that allThis led to more general considerations.7.


